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Determination of paper formation by Fourier
analysis 01 light transmission images
M. BOUYDAIN*, J. F. COLOMt, R. NAVARRO:!:AND J. PLADELLORENS*

Formation is the measure of variations
due to non-uniform fibre distribution in a

sheet of paper. Paper formation is one of

the most important properties of paper
and is still difficult to measure. A method

lor determining this property has been
developed. This method, based on light
transmission image analysis, uses features
01 the power spectrum obtained from the
Fourier translorm to analyse and
discriminate between diHerent floc

distributions within an image ot paper. The
method was tested tor various lurnishes
and showed better discrimination between

different qualities of formation than the
standard tormation index.
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fvlany defects and problems such as

appearance. opacity, loss of strength and

print muttle are related to the small-scalc

~rammage variability present in all papers
I 1J. Forma(ion measures the extent and
nature of these small-scale variations.

hidl are due to the uneven distribution

<)1'lIbres in both the plane and the thickness

"f the sheet of paper, and summarises the

intormation in a fonn tha( can be readily

Interpreted. Modem practices require such

analysis to be fast and quantitative.

A sheet of paper can be viewed using a

number of techniques: beta radiography,

t,plil.:,t! imaging. X-radiography and

del.:tron bcam imaging:

The beta-radiography tet:hnique (2)

rrovides information on the mass

distribution in the sheet. This technique has

l. ,\\" internal st:atter and a goou

,;.¡rrclalion \Vith thc true mass density, but is

IIJ1le-consuming for high grammage sheets.
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Soft X-radiography (2) has higher
resolution than beta-radiography systems
and requires less time to acquire the
image, but the cost of the equipment is
higher.

Optical imaging systems (2) are the
most popular due to thcir low cosl.
simplicity. rclativc safcty anu thcir
instantaneous acquisition of data. Even
though the measured grammage with this
system is dependent on the nature 01' the
test material, the technique can be quite
suitable for measuring formation for
sheets that are heavily waxed. calendered
or optically thin enough.

Several quantitative deFinitions of
paper formation have been developed.
The most commonly used formation
index is the standard fonnation number

(/). which is the standard deviation of

local grammage in a small zone 01' the
sheet divided by the mean value of local
grammage in the whole sheet. This index
has the limitation that formation of

different sheets. which appear to the

observer to be quite different i.n fonnation.
may have the same fonnation number.
Dodson (3) suggested a new index b¡¡sed on
a quantitative relation between a particular
sheet ¡¡nd a sheet 01' ideal fonn¡¡tion. Jord¡¡n

(4), using the deFinition of tlocs as regions
of heavier than median grammage,
calculates for his index the ratio of the

SUI1101' tloc perimelers for a samplc lO the
size of the sample. 11' high-frequency
infomlation is present in Ihe image then.
for a given area of inspection. the
mcasuremcnt of the peril11eter will be
greater. but the method suffers from the
problem that there is no way of calcul¡¡ting
the length of the perimeter. The ratio can
thus vary from system to system.

The CO-OeI.:UITenCetechnique (5) uses ¡¡
spati¡¡1 grey-Ievel depcndency (SGLD ,.
and deals with S inuil.:cs thal are diffit:uh

tu relale to lhe paper pmperties.
Then:: cx ¡st otht:r indexcs sllt:h as

gradlcnt analysis. whit:h ofkrs a basis for
analysis by Jeveloping a histogram of lhe
il11age.A llniform illlage would produl.:c a
single vertil.:al line al the origino The
wiJcning of [he clIr\'c indic:tlcS incrcasing
n()n-uniforlllil~. and thc 11VL'ra I1 shapl.:
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indit:ates a uegree 01''wiluness'. Kallmes
(6) proposcu a quantitativc method cIose
to that of Jordan. But must of these inJexes

suffer limitations. for instance. sheels
with quite different fonnations may have
the same index. are more sensitive to the

paper slructure or Ihey do not givc any
information on huw the fluo are
distributeu.

In this work, we try to develop a
methou based on cxtracting infonnation

from the slope of the uni-dimensi?nal
function obtained by averaging the power
speetrum 01' the Fouricr tr:msfonn to find
a new index 01' formation, which is more
sensitive to local variations in Ihe tlbre

distribution and is easier to compute than
other indexes.

REVIEW OF THE LlGHT
TRANSMISSION TECH-
NIQUE

Beta-radiography is the must accllrate
technique due to its high t:orrelation wilh
mass, but its. disadvantages of high
equipmcnt cost anJ the Icngthy exposure
time required for experimentation !el! to a
rcassesslllcnt of the light Iransmissioll
image analysis method.

The relationship belweell light trans-
missiun lhrough paper anu shect properties
may be expressed as follows (7):

T =b/[a.sinh (b.S.B) + b.cosh (b.S.BJI [1\

wherc T is [he ratio 01' transmiued lO

inddent light. S is the scattering coefllcient
01' the sheet (111~/g).B is [he gra111111:1gc
(g/m~) and a amI b are detlned by:

a = 1/2 I( I/R,..,)- R:r.1 [2\

b = 1/2 ((11 R ,) + R,:I 1.'1

wherc R", is (ht: lighl rctlel.:livilY nr :In
inrinildy ¡hil.:k shect.

Paper sl.:alters lighl intcnscly. thcrct'mc
clJuation I 1.:an be approx i111ah:d as
follows:

T = 211R ,c.i> SI! 141
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This means that the correlation bc!wecn

grammage and light transmission is better
for sheet s with low grammage. For those
with a wicle distribution of local

grammage, it may be necessary to take
images using more than one set of optical
parameters (cliaphragm. aperture ancl/or
magnification), which are the key elemenls
in the ¡ight transmission technique (7,8).
II has been shown that with a good choice
01 oplical parameters. and suitable
software. the results are very positive (7).

Even if the measured grammage with
Ihe light transmission method is dependent
on Ihe nature of the material. Ihe technique
can be highly suitable for measuring
formation for sheets that are heavily waxed,
calendered or optically thin enough.

REVIEWOF THE FOURIER
TRANSFORM METHOD

Fourier analysis (FT) is a mathematical
techniqueto decompose a periodicfunction
into a set of sine waves. This technique
was generalised first for non-periodic
functions and then for periodic or
non-periodicdiscrete time or space signals.
The objeetive was that any function can
be expressed as an infinite sum of periodic
complex exponemial functions. FT
decomposes a signal (or image) into
complex exponential functionsof different
frequencies according to the following
equation:

FT{f (x)}=F(u)= I f (x) e-j2;ruxdx [5]

The signal, or the function f(x), is
multiplied by an exponential terrn at some

e \V e d

certain frequency 'u'. amJ thcn integrated
over all the space. The Function f(x) is

multiplied by the sinusoidal te~m of
frequcncy .u'. If the signal. or thc funclion.
has a high amplitude component frequency
'u'. then that component and the high
sinusoidal magnitude will coincide. and
the product ofthem will give a (relatively)
large value. Ho\Vever. if the signal does
not have a frequency component 'u'. or is

not a major component of the signal. then
the product will give a zero or (relatively)
small value respectively. This \Vould
show that the frequency component 'u' in
the signal does not exist or has a small
amplitude respectively: it thus means it is
not a major component of the signal.

The Fourier transforrn allows us to

convert variations wirh respect to space or
time to a set of sine waves with a mnge of

frequencies from the very low, which
correspond to slow variations, to the very
high which correspond to signal fine
detai 1.

It is possible to add together a subset,
or all the set, of these sine waves to get a
filtered version of the signal, or to regain

the signal respectively, or to produce as
we did in this work a 2-D power spectrum.

The Fourier transform of a given
function is complex, so we can separate
the Fourier components of F(u) into real
and imaginary frequency componems:

F(u) =R(u) + jI(u) [6]

where R(u) is the real part ofF(u) and I(u)

is the imaginary part of F(u).

Fig. 1 Light transmission ¡mage 01 a sheet made from
100% short fibres.
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Thc Fourier frequency componcnts can be

writtcn in lerms of magnitude as:

ancl phase,
«I)(u)=tan-1IHu)/R(u)]. pq

The power spcctrum is given as:
P(u) =IF(u)i2=R2(u)+ 12(u) [9]

For a two-dimensional function [(x.y). for
example an image of a paper sample. the
two-dimensional Fourier Iransform is
defined as:

FT {f(x,y)}=F(u,v)=

I I !(x.y)e-j2¡T(Ux+VY) dxdy
_oc

[ 101

where u and v are the frequency
components.

The magnitude of the Fourier trans-
form, the phase and the power spectrum
are respectively given as:

IF(u,v)l= [R2(u,v) + J2(u,v)]lI2, [11]

<jI(u.v)=tan-I [1(11,\,)]. [12]
R(u,v)

and

P(u,v) =IF(u,v)12= R2(u,v)+ J2(u,v). l\3]

This procedure can be used to produce a

2-D power spectrum of the image. The 2-D
power spectrum contains information on
the extent of the variation. the scale of the

variation and its directionality.

Light transmission image of a sheet made from
100% long fibres.
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EQUIPMENT AND
EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE

Papel' for analysis had an area of
6.2 \ ó.3 L:m~and were placed on a light
b()\. A slandard CCO (L:harge-collpled

JeviL:e) monoL:hrome video acqllired the
image and transmitted it to a computer via
an aL:qllisition cardo Appropriate software
'sas lIsed for proL:essing the image. With
rhis <.:amera.che image was acquired on a

512 \ 5 I2 grid with 256 grey levels. i.e.
'.'.irh a resolution chac satisfactorily

ma¡dled che range gene rally used.
Several scudies (8) have shown thar che

powcr speccra of natural objects cend Co
display a functional dependence on the
frcqllency u in the form u.b. where i) is a
real L:onsCant.If we consider the image of
the papel' sheet as a natural texture. then
chis form should also apply

It has been shown that the coeffident Ó

is invariant to changes of scale, which
allows the incorporation of another

paramecer un in the functional shape of
¡he spectra in the form (u/uo).t1, where Uo
is a scale factor inversely proportional to
¡he scale of the object (9).

The divergence at the origin makes this
funL:tional dependence difficult to handle.
bu¡ this can be overcome by assuming a
Lorcntzian dependence. which is well-
behaved at the origin and tends to (u/uo)
a:i ¡he frequency increases.

It has also been shown (10) that the

¡adial prol'ile of the spectra (O) of natural

nbjec¡s tends to radial dependence as:

O(p)=K/[I+(p/PO)11a [141

..'.here p = the radial frequency. Po = a
s-.:ak facror. K = a constant and a = an

~.'\p,>nentwhich. when (pIpo) 1» 1 (high
r"i<:quem:ies).makes O tend to (pIpo)")
,\'..ilh i) = 2a)anJ is relatedto the texture
and fraL:taldimension of the object (9).

The method used in this work is based

on computing and extracting the
information on the radial protile of the
power spectrum of images of papel' with
different formations and evaluating
paramcters K. a, and Po.

The tirst step afeer the image acquisition
is to remove the effect of the non-uniform

lighling of the light box by a pixel-co-pixel
division between the light transmission

image of the sheet of papel' and the light
box ¡mage.

The constant K of equation 14 can be
eliminated by normalising lhe zero
frequency component of the spectrum to 1
before computing each FT, and then fit
the data of the power spectrum plot of
each image sheet with equation 14 in
order to calculate the parameters a and Po.

These parameters are then evaluated for
their usefulness in distinguishing diffcrent
forms of grammage non-uniformity
(formation).

The 2-D power spectrum is con verted to
the 1-0 spectrum by calculating the sum of
the frequency values in all directions for
each radius of the 2-D spectrum. A cut-off
frequency is required to compute only the
high frequencies (small-scale variations)
and also to obtain a good fit with the
equation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures I and 2 show images of two of the
sheets of papel' analysed, which were
made from different fibre types, and
which thus gave different formations.
These correspond respectively to
handsheets made with 100% short fibres

(Sfib) (eucalypt pulp: 1mm average fibre
lengch) and 100% long tibres (Uib) (pine
pulp: 3 mm average fibre lenglh) without
any additives 01' tlocculants. Theorelically.
the sheets with long fibres should have a
pOOl'formation and those with short fibrcs
a gOüd formation.

Overall four handsheels of di ffcrent

tibre compositions (and thus differenl

formations) were made anJ testcd (Tablc 1).

In order to show lhe sensitivity of lhe
method developed in this work, we also
L:akulated the standard formation number

for each of the tesl sheels of papel'.
The standard formalion numbcr is

obtained by:

EN(A) = u(wA) I W¡...¡ 1151

with 01 =~L (Xij"x\11) 1 1161
, }

where u(w A) is the standard deviation ol'
the values of the pixels in zone w,\. w,\ =
zonc of the papel', x\11= the mean value in
the w A zone and w¡...¡=the mean value for
lhe entire image.

The results for lhe standard formalion

number and the values of a and Po are
shown in Table l.

From Tablc I it i:.~scen that the pO\wr
spectrum index is a much more sensitive
indicator of differences in formation than
the standard formation number. For
instance, sheets made with 75% and 50%

long tibre have me same standard formation
number, whereas they have quite different
power spectrum indices.

For the sheets with 100% and 0% long
fibre, where the difference in formation is

more evidcnt, it can be scen clcarly thal
the range of difference of the power
spectrum index is mueh higher than that
of the standard formation number. 'Fhis

suggests that the power spectrum index
\ViII be a sensilive measure of formalion.

Further work is required to demonSlracc
lhe reliability and usefulness of lhis ne\V
method for describing lhe formation 01'
papel'.

CONCLUSIONS

A ne\V melhod for dClermining the
fom1ation of papel' has been developed.
This method is bascd on light transmission
image analysis. and uses the fealurcs of lhe
po\Vcr spe¡;trum oblained through FOllrier
transfoml analysis.

Continued page 115.

Table 1
Results obtaíned by the power spectrum index method and comparison with the standard formatíon number.

STANDARD FORMATION NUMBER.

a

POWERSPECTRUM INDEX(p~.

100% long
libre sheet

0.0652

0364

0.0096

105March 200 1
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75 long -25 short 50 long - 50 short 100% short
fibre sheet fibre sheet fibre sheet

0.0517 0.0517 0.0518

0.396 0.423 0.507

0.021 0.0141 0.0282
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Table 6
Oxygen transmission rate of filled
dispersions on FSS.

Sample OTA,
cmJ/(m2.d.bar)

Coating,
10m

30'0 tale
50°, tale
300~ elay
500~ elay
30°', elay+5% MF
50% elay+5% MF
30';' elay+2% SC
50°;' elay+2% SC

710
>50.000

480
36.000
1200
9600
650

17.000

14
15
13
13
11
11
14
12

reused without severe negative effeets.

-;ueh as a decrease in tensile strength. if
¡he polymcr and tiller content are low.

Rcpulping conditions and coating eompo-
,ition afreet repulpability.

SUMMARY

):ew water-based coatings and polymer-
isation techniques are being developed.
The coatings presented in this paper are a

few examples of the present trend towards
environmentally friendly and even
bio-degradable water-based coatings.
Although biodegradable polymers are
designed for extrusion coating or ti 1m
applications. they show interesting possi-
bilitics also as WB coatings. However.
their performance has to be improved as
bioJegradation can only be an additional
píOpcrry and should not affeet the cost
,trueture of the coated substrate.

The platcy fillers are efticient extenders
as far as barrier properties are
eoneerneJ. due 10 the inercaseJ tonuosity
of the coating. Factors such as panicle
orientatíon are important for optirnal
barrier performance. Good grease ano
moJera te water-vapour barrier can be
aehieved with clays. while tale gave the
lowest WVTR. Fillers deerease the

tlexibility of the coatings. Additives. sueh
as silanes. improvcd the water and water-
vapour barrier of dispersion eoatings
filleJ with hydrophilic fillers.
Insolubilisers are used to improve water
resistance. thus the Cobb values were

improved ami the water-vapour barrier nf
clay coatings was also improved.
Fluorochemicals can have a positive
effect on the barrier performance.
Additives. co-binders and co-pigments
have a limited effect on coating
performance.
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Thc method was applied to handsheets con-

taining vastly different fibre compositions
Jl1d thus formations.

Changes in the two power spectrum

InJt:\t:s wcre high enough to dearly rank

¡'''rmatinn for the different sheets of paper
IflaIY'oeJ.

COl11parison betwcel1 the standard

¡-,¡rmatíon nUl11beranJ the power speetrum

!lId<.:xhas confirmeJ the scnsitivity of the

l1e\\ r11<.:thoo.which not only provides
cjuantitative forrnatiol1 Jata. but also

irllÚrrnatiul1 about the average texture of
'he paper analyseJ.
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